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ABSTRACT. In the previous paper in this series we obtained conditions equivalent to

the validity of certain energy estimates for a general class of hyperbolic systems in regions

with corners. In this paper we examine closely the phenomena which occur near the

corners if these conditions are violated. These phenomena include: the development of

strong singularities (lack of existence), travelling waves which pass unnoticed through the

corner (lack of uniqueness), existence and uniqueness if and only if additional conditions

are imposed at the corner, and weak solutions which are not strong solutions. We also

systematically analyze the conditions for certain important problems. We discuss the

physical and computational significance of these results.

I. Introduction. We shall continue our study of initial-boundary value problems

for certain hyperbolic partial differential equations in regions with corners. The

study began in [5]. We obtained a simple counterexample to well-posedness in

[7], and we constructed exact solutions to certain physically oriented problems in

[8], and with Kupka in [4].

In this paper we are primarily concerned with the conditions equivalent to a

priori estimates, derived in [5]. These conditions are rather complicated; hence

we shall analyze them in some detail for certain specific problems. Moreover,

when they are violated, certain new phenomena occur. These phenomena include

the development of singularities, travelling wave solutions to the homogenous

problem with zero initial data, weak solutions which are not strong, and existence

and uniqueness iff additional conditions are imposed at the corner.

Our examples in §11 are physically oriented. In particular the wave equation

and the linearized shallow water equations are discussed. The equations of

meteorology are usually hyperbolic, with artificial boundaries put in for compu-

tational purposes. These boundaries and corners lead to numerical instabilities, e.g

[1], hence the necessity of this theory.

The author would like to thank Professors Björn Engquist and Heinz-Otto

Kreiss for many helpful discussions of these problems.

II. Simple examples.

Example 1. Consider the system of equations
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(2.1) u, = -c,ux + dxuy,       v, = c2vx -d2vy,

with cx,c2,dx, d2, all positive, to be solved in the region x,y, t > 0 for the

complex valued functions u, v.

We have initial conditions

(2.2) u(x,y,0) = 9(x,y),       v(x,y,0) = x¡{x,y),

and boundary conditions

"(0,>-, t) = av(0,y, t) + f(y, t),
(2.3)

v(x,0,t) = bu(x,0,t) + g(x,t),

where a and b are arbitrary complex numbers. Denote by \\u( ,t)\\ the usual 7^

norm over x, y > O.and ||/( ,t)\\B, \\g( , t)\\B2, those taken over x = Oandy = 0

respectively with inner products defined analogously. We seek an estimate for the

solution at time / = F > 0:

\\u(,T)\\2+\\v(,T)\\2

+ cxfoT(M,,)\\\ + \\v(,t)\\2B)dt

(2-4) + C2f0T(\\u(,t)\\2Bl+\\v(,t)\\2B)dt

< *(f)(||*||2 + ||*||2)

+ C3/or||/(,/)||2í//-rC4/ork(,f)||2í//.

Here, and in what follows, Ç, will denote a universal positive constant, K(T) a

positive constant depending only on T.

Theorem 2.1. Estimate (2.4) is valid iff

\ab\ < ^(c2/d2)(dx/cx) = £».

If we weaken our estimate by requiring only that Cx = C2 = 0 and considering only

f = 0 = g, then the estimate is valid iff\ab\ < fl/2.

Proof. The "if" part of the proof is straightforward and deferred to the end.

We are primarily interested in the counterexamples we obtain when the hypoth-

esis is violated.

Case A. f > 1. We consider the pair of functions

"(x,y, t) = (dxx + cxy)ßp(t + yxx + y2y),

v(x,y,f) = b(dxx + dxcxy/d2)ßp(t + yxx + y2y),

with ß = -In ab/lrx f; hence Re ß < -¿ if \ab\ > V/2 and
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_ l/c| A-dx/cxd2 l/d2 + c2/cxd2
U <^ Yl-v _ j        » U v. 72 — f — 1 •

We choose for p(x) any bounded, smooth function with support in the interval

0 < e, < x < e2 < oo, positive for ex < x < e2. Thus p(t A- yxx + y2.y) is a

wave which travels into the corner from the interior of the region as t increases.

The pair of functions u and v obey (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) with $ and \p smooth,

bounded, with compact support, and/and g both zero. As / -» ex, the estimate

(2.4) fails because a singularity develops at the origin. Even if we weaken our

estimate by permitting Cx = C2 = 0 for homogenous boundary conditions, the

estimate still fails. If \ab\ = f '/2 > 1, then the weaker estimate is valid but the

pair of functions fail to be square integrable on the boundaries as / -> e¡. Hence,

this is not a strong solution to the boundary value problem in the sense of [11],

but it is an M-weak solution. This means that if we integrate by parts in the usual

fashion against a pair of smooth, bounded functions satisfying the adjoint

homogenous boundary conditions, we obtain the desired result. It is also an M-

strong solution. This means first that 3 a sequence of smooth bounded pairs of

functions whose interior Lj norms converge to the solution. Also the interior L^

norm of the differential operator and the boundary L^ norm of the boundary

operator applied to these functions both converge to the appropriate values. This

situation occurs, in fact, as long as -1 < Re ß, or |f | > |a¿>| > |f |1/2. These are

the values of ß for which u and v remain square integrable for all / > 0 in the

interior.

Case B. If f < 1, we consider the same class of functions with the same ß, yx,

y2, and p(x). This time, however, if |a£>| > f'/*, then Re ß > —\, and yx and y2

are both negative. Hence the function p(t + v, x + y2y) represents a wave

travelling into the region from the exterior passing through the corner. Thus the

solution to the homogenous problem need not only be the zero vector. If

— 1 > Re ß > — j, i.e., |f | < \ab\ < f '/2, the resulting solution is again M-weak,

M-strong, but not strong. The estimate (2.4) fails for Cx, C2 # 0 with \ab\ = Vf •

We can see that by taking as initial data u(x,y,e2 + ô), v(x,y,e2 + Ô) and letting

8 \ 0. If f < \ab\ < f '/2, we have the interesting phenomena of existence and

uniqueness of weak and strong solutions, but the nonuniqueness of M-weak and

M-strong solutions.

We notice that Cases A and B can be viewed as adjoints of each other with

f -* 1/f, if we merely integrate by parts over the space region.

Case C. f = 1. This case is invariant under the taking of adjoints. We consider

the pair of functions:

m = (abf('-x^),^x+c^))c^d^d^^)p(dxx + cxy),

(2.6)
17 = b(ab)-d^+d^ • (abf'-yld^(d^c^^d^(d^d')p{dxx + cxy),

where p is as in Case A.
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If \ab\ > 1, we see that as ex i 0, we have a sequence of smooth solutions with

bounded initial data whose norms explode exponentially for any positive time.

Thus none of the estimates (2.4) are possible. Because of this exponential blow

up, this problem is ill-posed in any reasonable Sobolev space with weight at the

corner. If \ab\ = 1, then we consider the pair of functions

v    ' ldxX + cxyS Ldxx + c¡y\\

Then û and v obey (2.1)—(2.3) with \\i, $, / and g bounded and smooth, but any

estimate (2.4), even with Cx = C2 = 0, is impossible. Notice that if / = g = 0

then the estimate is true with Cx = C2 = 0, as we shall prove below.

In equation (2.1), we multiply the first equation by kx% the second by k2v,

where kx and k2 are positive numbers to be determined below, then integrate by

parts over all space, using the boundary conditions (2.2). We have

jtrr«M2+kM)dxdy

(2-8) - /»" *> c^0^ #* - rk2 °2 w** '^y

- j™ kx dx \u(x, 0, t)\2dx + f™ k2d2 \v(x, 0, t)\2dx.

We then use the boundary conditions. The "if part of the main theorem follows

simply from Schwarz' inequality. We merely choose kx, k2 so that

(2.9) kxc,\a\2 -k2c2< 0,       k2d2\b\2 - kxdx < 0,

with < holding if \ab\ < V/2, = holding if |afr| = f >/2.
The physical interpretation of Case C is rather simple. As / increases we have

a wave propagating back and forth from one wall to the other along the lines

dx x + cxy = constant. Each time it does so, it increases in energy by a factor \ab\.

Thus, as the time of increase diminishes (as the constant \ 0), energy blows up

with arbitrarily high speed.

In Case A, again a wave propagates from one wall to the next, first along

d2x + c2y = constant, then along dxx + c. v = constant/c2, then d2x + c2y

= constant/c2dx and so on. After each bounce, the function value along the

characteristic increases in absolute value by a factor \ab\. We must then see if the

¿2 energy increases after one complete reflection. Of course this is a matter of

comparing \ab\ to the ratio of the slope of the characteristics (c2/d2)(dx/cx). We

wish the resulting explosion to be sufficiently mild.

In Case B, if we follow the same procedure as in A, we go away from the origin.

The lack of uniqueness occurs because energy may slip through the corner

undetected, not being killed off unless \ab\/Çx/2 < 1.

We notice that in Cases A and C the problem would be ill-posed if |aZ>| > J1/2
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even if we specified the values of u and v at the corner. In Case B, the solution is

unique with this additional condition. We prove this uniqueness in Theorem 3.1.

Example 2. Consider the single equation

(2.10) u, = c(x,y)ux + d(x,y)uy

to be solved in all space, — oo < x, y < oo, and t > 0, except at the axes x = 0,

y-0.
We have initial conditions

(2.11) u(x,y,0) = *(x,y).

In each of the four quadrants, c and d are different pairs of nonzero constants.

If  x,y > 0, c(x,y) m -cx,       d(x,y) = dx;

if  x < 0,y > 0,      c(x,y) = -c2,      d(x,y) = -d2;
(2.12)

if  x < 0,.y < 0,       c(x,y) = c3, d(x,y) ■ -d3;

if   x > 0,.y < 0,       c(x,y) = c4, d(x,y) m d4.

All the c¡, d¡ are positive.

We impose the condition that « be continuous across the axes.

We seek an estimate for the solution at time t = T > 0.

(2.13) C r \u(x,y, T)\2dxdy < K(T) f /" \<i>(x,y)\2dxdy.
•/-oo ./—co j—oo «/—oo

Theorem 2.2. Estimate (2.13) is valid iff 1 < idjc^cjd^idjc^cjd^).

Proof. If the condition is violated, then the function

u = p(t - axx - bxy),       x,y>0,

u=p(t + a2x- bxy),       x<0,y>0,

u=p(tA-a2x + b2y),      x<0,y<0,

u = pit *- axx A- b2y),       x>0,y>0,

where

axcx — bxdx = 1, a2c3 — b2d3 = 1,

—a2c2 + bxd2 = 1,       — ûic4 + ¿>2t74 = 1

satisfy (2.10), (2.11) and the jump condition. Here $ = 0. It can be easily shown

that a,, a2, bx, b2 are all positive iff 1 > idjc^cjd^djc-^icjd^). We takep(x)

to be the same as in (2.5).

Thus the solution is identically zero for t < ex. As t increases past ex, we have

a diamond shaped wave in the x, y plane which emerges from the origin. If
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1 < (dx/cx)(c2/d2)(d3/c3)(cA/dA) the proof of well-posedness is essentially the

same as in the previous example.

We again have a simple interpretation. We follow a signal emanating from the

positive x axis along characteristics around the origin. If it lands back on the x

axis to the right of its point of incidence we have nonuniqueness of solutions;

otherwise the solution is unique. Again we see that energy can slip through the

origin iff the slope condition is violated.

Example 3. Consider the wave equation in two dimensions

(2.15) uxx + un - u„ = F(x,y,t)

to be solved in the region x, y, t > 0, with initial conditions

(2.16) u(x,y,0) = <i>(x,y),       u,(x,y,0) = xp(x,y),

and boundary conditions

ux = auy+f(y,t),       x = 0,

m, = ß»x + g(x, t),      y = 0,

where a and ß are real numbers. We begin by analyzing the following special

case.

Case A. Let ß = \/a.

Theorem 23. A unique classical solution exists for C°° data with bounded support

if a < 0. If a > 0, then a unique classical solution exists iff we impose the additional

condition that u(0,0,t)be given. If a < 0, then this additional condition will

overdetermine the problem and a solution will not in general exist.

Proof. We use the classical trick of considering the function

(2.18) v(x,y,t) = ux(x,y,t) - auy(x,y,t).

Then v satisfies

(2.19) v^ + vyy -v„ = Fx- aFy,

v(x,y, 0) = % - a%,       v(0,y, t) = f(y, t),

v,(x,y,0) = tfc - a\py,        v(x,0,i) = -<xg(x,t).

We next apply a Laplace transform in time, then solve the Dirichlet problem

for the inhomogenous reduced wave equation in a quadrant. The Green's

function for this problem can be obtained by reflecting across the axes. Thus we

can construct the unique solution. The inverse transform is easily shown to exist

and to be smooth.
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To obtain u we merely solve equation (2.18) under the assumption that u —» 0

as x2 + y2 -» oo. The solution is unique modulo a function of the form

M (ax + y,t).

M must satisfy

(a2 + l)A/„ - M22 = 0,

(2.20)
M(z,t) = qiy/a2 + 1 / + 2) + /-(V^+T/ - 2),

with M(ax +y,0) = M,(ax + >>,0) = 0 for t = 0. Hence

0 = <7(ax + v) + r(ax + v),

(2.21)
0 = q'i<*x + y) — r'(ax + y).

If a > 0, we merely let a(x) = 0 for x > 0, and let r(x) = p(x) forp(x) defined

in (2.5). Thus, again uniqueness fails because of this travelling wave. If we

prescribed u(0,0,t) we would have uniquely determined the function r(z,t), and

hence uniquely determined the solution u(xy,t). If a < 0, then in the first

quadrant the quantity ax A- y takes all real values. Thus (2.21) is possible iff

q m r = 0. If in this case we were to prescribe «(0,0,r) to be zero, then there

would exist no solution to (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) with this additional condition, for

F = 0 = f = g, $ = p(ax + y), ip = yja2 + lp'(ax + y). This is true because

the unique solution without the additional condition is p(ax A- y A- y/a2 + 1 /).

Hence for / > ex/^a2 + 1, the function is not zero at the corner.

Physically we can think of u as the amplitude of a stretched membrane

constrained to vibrate over the first quadrant with the derivative in the direction

[1, -a] given at the boundary. If we rounded the edge of the membrane, the

directional derivative would become tangential at some point iff a > 0. Thus the

additional condition is needed in this case to make the "rounded" problem

physically and mathematically well-posed.

Case B. a and ß arbitrary real numbers.

Theorem 2.4. Consider the reduced wave equation

(215') u^ + uyy — s2u = F

to be solved for x,y~>0.

We take s = 17 + i| with tj2 > £2. The boundary conditions are of the form

(2.17). Then we have the a priori estimate

lk(%o)||2-r-K(-,o)||2 + (T,2-¿2)ll«(-,-)lP

(2-22) + ||M(0, Olli, + IK,0)||22 - (« + ß)\u(0,0)\2

<[l|F(-,-)ll2+ll/lll1 + iyl2]C,

C depends only on r¡2 — i2, a and ß.
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Proof. Multiply (2.15') by ü, integrate by parts over all space, then use the

boundary conditions. We have at first

(2.23)       (ux, ux) + (uy,uy) + s2(u, u) + (u, ux\ + (u, uy)Bl = -(«, F)

or, taking real parts and using the boundary conditions,

(224) {Ux,Ux) + {Uy'Uy) + W ~ e)M " (a+'8)(M(0*0))2

= -(u,f\~ (u,g)Bl- (u,F).

We use Schwarz' inequality.

The left side above < £4||m||2 + £4' llT^2

(2-25) + e5(\\u\\2B¡ + ||«||22)

+ £5-,(ll/lli1 + ll/lll2)

Ve4, e5 > 0.

Finally, we estimate

/-, *** ("'M^i + ("' "^ = ~2 Re'M'u*> " 2 Re^"'"y)
(2.26)

< A(u,u) + 2(ux,ux) + 2(uy,uy).

The result follows directly.

Example 4. We consider the nonstrongly hyperbolic system,

u, = -ux + uy + vx,

(2.27) tz, - -vx + vy,

w, = wx - wy,

to be solved for x, y, t > 0 with boundary conditions

u(0,y,t) = aw(0,y,t),

(2.28) v(0,y,t) = bw(0,y,t),

w(x,0,t) = cu(x,0,t) + dv(x,0,t),

for a, b, c, d real numbers, with initial conditions

k(x,.v,0) = ®(x,y),

(2.29) v(x,y,0) = *(x,y),

w(x,y,0) = x(x,y).
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Theorem 2.5. Let

(2.30) be < 0,

(2.31) ac A- db - 1 > be.

Then 3 a sequence of initial data

(2.32) {*X,   {lUr,   {xX>

with Lp norm one for any p,l<p< oo, for which the resulting un, vn, wn have the

property

(2.33) «.-«f"*,,,  %-«**,.   «¡.-«-«"X..

/or a/y r > 0.

Thus we have an exponential explosion of the type associated with either the

Cauchy problem for elliptic equations, or half-space hyperbolic problems which

violate the weak Kreiss condition [3].

This situation arises here because energy reflects back and forth from the two

walls along x + y = const in arbitrary small time, close to the corner. Each

complete reflection results in the loss of one derivative.

Proof. Define the functions

Kn(t - x,x A-y)

<2-34> = C„^-»e^)exP(lf" (£^i) dr)ix + #—)/-',

where the C„ act as normalizing constants at / = 0.

We let

wn(x,y,t) = Kn(t - y,x A- y),

(2.35) vn(x,y,t) = bK.it -2x-y,xA- y),

unix,y, t) = aK„(t - 2x - y,x + y) + xb(d/dx)K„(t -2x-y,x+ y).

The result now follows by inspection.

Example 5. We consider the equations governing linearized shallow water flow:

u, + u0ux + v0uy A-r¡x = 0,

(2.36) v, + Hn^ + v0 vyA--qy = 0,

tj, + i/0Tjx + t}0ux + v0-qy + t]0vy = 0,

to be solved in the region x, y, t > 0, with initial conditions
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(2.37)

u(x,y,0) = $(x,y),

v(x,y,0) = ip(x,y),

t}(x,y,0) = x(x,y),

and boundary conditions specified below.

Here u and v represent the components of velocity in the x and y directions,

and Tj represents the magnitude of the height of the wave.

Numerical calculations recently performed in Sweden by Elvius and Sund-

ström [1] show that boundary conditions must be selected carefully. We present

here examples of seemingly reasonable boundary conditions which lead to either

nonuniqueness or nonexistence of solutions. Of course, in all our examples both

here and above, the corresponding half-plane problems obey the weak Kreiss

conditions [3], and are hence at least weakly well-posed on L2. This means that

their solutions may lose a finite number of derivatives for all time.

Thus we impose the boundary conditions

(2.38) ( v j      =0,     B2I v j     =0,

W/x-0 W >-o

with the following specifications:

(2.39)   (a) i}>max(u2,t/02).

(b) Bx has two linearly independent rows if u0 > 0, one if w0 < 0.

(c) B2 has two linearly independent rows if v0 > 0, one if t/0 < 0.

(d) (i) If M0 > 0, then, for all s, y with |j|2 + |Y|2 = 1,

detF,
«o'Y -f+

s + v0iy iy

0 w0£+ ~" * - "o'Y

>5>0,

where

i+ =
-u0(s + v0iy) + \/m2(j + vQiy)2 + (n0 - u¡)[(s + v0iy)2 + t)0y2]

(Vo - »I)

with s = K + iu, u real, K > 0, y real and Re £+ > 0.

(ii) If M0 < 0, then, for all s, y as above,

det Bx iy

_"o£+ -s-v0iy_

(e) (i) If v0 > 0, then, for all s, y as above,

> 5.
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u0iy + s iy

det B2      v0iy -£+

0 -tVY - s + v0l+

where i+(u0,v0,ii0) = î+iv0,u0,Ti0).

(ii) If t70 < 0, then, for all s, y as above,

> S

det 5,

iy

-M0;y-s+u0T+

> Ô.

Theorem 2.6. Given the two Kreiss half-space conditions (2.39) for this problem

(2.36), (2.37), (2.38), then the following corner problems are ill-posed:

(a) because of a lack of uniqueness of solutions,

(b) because of a lack of existence of solutions.

We shall state and prove part (ä) first.

(ä) (i) Bx and B2 both annihilate some fixed vector of the form

b 1 with a, b > 0 and    1 = bu0 + av0.

For example

Mo, t/0 > 0   and   Bx = B2 = I      Q      I.

(ii) Bx and B2 both annihilate some fixed vector of the form

K
Ki_ I  or

^yjKx2A-KlJ \-^*\lKx2 + Ki,

Kx
K2

where Kx and K2 art positive with 1 — Kx u0 - K2 u0 = ±V1?o(^i2 + K\) > e-S-»

«o. "o <0,Bx = B2 = [f0,-«o,0], tj0 > ul + v§.

Proof of part (a). We seek a solution to (2.36) with zero initial data of the form

(2.40) Í v ) = /c2\p(t - Kxx - K2y),

where p(x) is the same as in (2.5), and Kx, K2 > 0.

This function must obey the homogenous boundary conditions (2.38). We have

a linear system of equations
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1 -KxUo-K2v0 0 -Kx

0 l-^Mo-T^tZo -K2

— K|7jo — K2rt¡¡ \—KxUq — K2vq

The determinant condition yields either 1 = Kx Uq + K2 v0, in which case

K2

-Kx
0

or 1 - KxuQ — K2v0 = ±y/rj~0^/Kx2~T~K2i in which case

Kx
K2_

±\IVo\/Kx2 + K}

The proof is immediate.

We may rewrite (2.36) in an obvious fashion:

(2.42) U, = AUX + BUy.

We Laplace transform in time, letting s be the dual variable

(2.43) sÛ = AÛx + BÛy

with boundary conditions (2.38). Under the previous hypothesis, the function

c2\exp(-s(KxX + K2y))

is an eigenfunction of this problem. If we integrate by parts over the xjz-space,

it follows that the problem

(2.44) sU = -ATUX - BTUy + [c2) expí-jí*,* + K2y))

with boundary conditions

(2.45) U(0,y,s) A NAB),       U(x,0,s) ± NBBj

has no solution on L^ of the quarter-plane. (N denotes the null space of the

matrices in question.) Make the change of variables

(2.46) u =

Thus the problem

1   0      0

0   1       0

0   0   -l/r,o
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(2.47) sV = -D~lATDVx - D~lBTDVÇ+(   c2 \xp(-s(Kxx + K2y))

XV0C3)

has no solution with boundary conditions

(2.48) V(0,y,s) 1 NDAB{,       V(x,0,s) 1 NDBBl.

We merely relabel m0, v0 by — u0, -v0, and we have an equation of the type

(2.42). Then we inverse Laplace transform, and use Duhamel's principle,

obtaining the result.

(b) There exists in general no solution to (2.36) (2.37), (2.38) if we impose

boundary conditions of the type (2.48), with w0, v0 replaced by — u0, — tz0,in part

(ä). For example, let u0, v0 < 0 and take boundary conditions

UqU — UqV - n = 0      at x = 0,

VqV — vQu + tj = 0       at y = 0,

or let u0, v0 > 0 with boundary conditions

%u - «oij = 0

—«o« — v0v A-1) = 0

and

T}017 - f0T)   =  0

-UqV — v0v + 17 = 0

at x = 0,

at y = 0.

This last set of boundary conditions is extremely reasonable if we are linearizing

around a set of values for which tj0 = u2, + v$ + ex. In spite of this the linearized

problem will have a solution which explodes at the origin.

III. Analysis of the corner condition, certain simple necessary and sufficient

conditions for well-posedness. We briefly review here the new condition for well-

posedness of the corner problem which we derived in [5].

Consider the system with constant coefficients

(3-D AUX + BUy + 2 CjUz.A- DU- U, = F(x,y,z,t),
J-3 '

to be solved in the region x, y, t > 0, —00 < zi; < 00, j = 3, 4, ..., n, z

= (z3,Z4,... ,zn), for the complex-valued w-vector U. We take initial conditions

U = 0 for r = 0. We assume the system is either strictly hyperbolic or obeys a

somewhat weaker condition, i.e., Assumption (2.3) of [5]. Moreover det A ¥= 0

=# det B. The boundary conditions are of the form

U1 = SUIl+f        atx = 0,
(3.2)

Um = RUlvA-g       at.y = 0.
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Ul and Í/"1 are made up of those components of U which lie in the respectively

negative and positive eigenspaces of A, Um and t/IV are defined the same way

for B. Thus R and 5 are rectangular constant matrices. We assume that each of

the half-space problems are strongly Kreiss well-posed [3].

Finally, we define a new condition as follows. Let D = 0, F = 0, g = 0. Then

Laplace transform the equation in time and Fourier transform it in each z¡. Let

the dual variable of time be s = tj + /£, tj > 0, £ real, the dual variable of each

Zj be Uj and Ciu = 2"= 3 Cj'">• The resulting problem that we must solve is

(3.3) A Ux + BUy + [Ciu - s]U =0,       x, y > 0,

(3.4) Ul(0,y,u,s) = SUa(0,y,a,s) + f(y,u,s),

(3.5) Um(x,0,u,s) = RUlv(x,0,u,s).

We extend the function U to the whole upper half-plane

(3.6) V = U   for   x > 0,       V = 0   for   x < 0.

Then V satisfies

(3.7) AVX + Bl§ + [Ciu - s]V = Aô(x - 0)U(0,y,u,s)

in the upper half-plane, with U(0,y,u,s) having the form (3.4), and V obeying

(3.5) at y = 0 for all x. We can solve this equation uniquely for V because we

have assumed that the upper half-space problem is Kreiss well-posed. The

solution can be constructed by first applying a Fourier transform in x, then

solving the resulting ordinary differential equation in y. The result will depend on

the unknown vector Uil(0,y,u,s). We next define a function W(x,y, to, s) in the

right half-plane by

(3.8) W = V   for   y > 0,       W = 0   for   y < 0.

Then If satisfies

(3.9) AWx + BWy + (Ciu - s)W = B8(y - 0)V(x,0,u,s)

in the right half-plane, with V(x, 0, u, s) having the form (3.5) and W obeying

(3.4) at x = 0, for all y. We then solve this right half-plane problem in an

analogous manner as the upper half-plane problem. We thus obtain W(x, y, u, s).

If a solution to (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) exists, it must be such that

(3.10) W"(0,y,u,s) = U"(0,y,u,s).

From our construction of W, it follows that 3 linear operators depending on to,

í for which

(3.11) H/n(0, ;u,s) = T^i/"(0, ;o>,s) + faJ(;u,s).

We thus have the corner condition :
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,. .„..        (Comer condition.) (I - T^ s) is uniformly invertible

*■ '    '        for all s with Re s > 0, all real co.

We have deliberately not defined the precise Hubert spaces into which the

inverse of this operator maps L2[0, oo]. We are merely interested in constructing

and analyzing the operator here.

Example 6.

(3.13) AUX + BUy.- U, = F(x,y,t)

with U(x,y,0) = 0,

(3.14)
0

fdx    0
0   d2

O+i

/

0

0

B = d,

-d,i+i

(3.15)

{0 ••• -dmj

Each, c„ dx is positive. Thus

t/i = viv = (Uuu2.Ul)t

£/H_ t/"' = (M/+1,...,«J,

S = [S¡/] is an / X (m - 1) complex matrix, R = [Rv] is an (m - I) X I complex

matrix.

We take the convention that / < m — I. If this were false, we would merely

switch the roles of x and y.

We may follow the procedure used in the case m = 2,1 = 1, in the proof of

the if part of Theorem 2.1. Thus we show that the problem is well-posed in the sense

of Theorem 2.1 and in the sense of the main theorem of [5], if 3 a sequence of posi-

tive numbers (Kv K2, '", K¡) such that, if we define
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(3.16)

K1 =

¡Kx    0

0    K2

0

cM   0

C" =

STANLEY OSHER

0\ \cx    0

K,

c = 0   c2

o\

7)» =

then

(7)')-1/2F'(7)")1/25'(CI)1/2^I(CI),/25(Cn)1/2F(7)I)"1/2 < Kl.

In Theorem 2.1, we have shown that this condition is necessary and sufficient for

m = 2,1 — 1. This is false in this general case.

We now improve this condition by examining I — Tr

The general solution to the Laplace transform of (3.13) with F = 0 is

(3.17)
Uj = exp(-sx/cj)gj(djx + Cjy),      j — 1,2./,

Uj = exp(-sy/dj)gj(djx + c},y),      j = / + 1, ..., m.

The conditions (3.4) and (3.5) become

m

8j(cjy) =   2   SjKexp(-sy/dK)gK(cK,y) + f(y),      j = 1, 2, ..., /,
(3.18) *=/+1

gAdfcx) = 2 F*rexp(-ix/c,.)g,((7,j»(:),       JC« / + 1,..., JR.
r=I

Thus

(3.19)
•a - 2 i w~Há+Ä] K^)+<l>

7= 1,2,...,/.

Hence we have F-

In Example 1, we had / = n -1 = 1,5U = a, Rx, = b, we were concerned with

the equation
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(3.20) »CO = ab «p(-v[¿ + ft] )*&> +/.(0

However,

(3.21) H \gxiSy)\2dy = 1 f" |g,0>)|2¿y.
./o i ./o

Thus, if \ab\ < -\/£ > the operator 7 — 7J is uniformly invertible on Z^[0, oo]. If

on the other hand, \ab\ > y/Ç, then:

(B) If £ < 1, the function

is a square integrable solution to the equation (3.20) with /t = 0.

Thus we have our counterexample to part B in Example 1, if we inverse

Laplace transform this.

(A) If f > 1, the adjoint of (7 - T.) is of the type in part B.

Thus (7 - T) is not onto, and the original problem has in general no solution.

Moreover (7 — Ts) has a non-square-integrable eigenfunction of the type in part

B above. If we inverse Laplace transform this we are led to the counterexample

to existence of part A, Example 1.

(C) If f = 1, then we can solve the equation

ûôexK-4à+â])=i

for values of sy = K0 with real part positive. We merely consider g, (y) to be the

approximate eigenfunction ô(s — Kjy). We are then led to the counterexample

in part C of Example 1, by again applying the Laplace transform.

If \ab\ = f, we merely examine our previous counterexample in some detail in

order to finish off the problem.

The situation is much more complicated when / > 1. However we have some

partial results.

Theorem 3.1. If all the numbers cKdr/dKc}, for r = 1,2, "•m,j= 1,2, "•.m,

K = / + 1,..., m, for which SJkRKr ¥= 0 are less than one, then the operator

(I — Ts) is not uniformly invertible if the equation

0.22) «"(£,*«($)'-•(/-))-•

has roots B, with real B > —\.

If such roots exist for Re B > — \, then the original initial boundary value

problem has nonzero solutions for zero data.
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Suppose there are such roots with Re B > — $. Let 770 be one with the largest

real part, and let

(3.23) M° = (Mx°, M2°,..., M,°)

be an associated eigenfunction of the above matrix. Then we construct an

eigenfunction satisfying the equation (3.19) of the form

(3.24) g(y) = y*o J MJ(sy)J
j-o

in a neighbourhood 0 < \sy\ < 8 of the origin. Plug this into (3.19) with each

fj m 0. We have the recursion relationship

(«/-¿s^(nrv)\ ,-1 *=/+! \uIC-j/ /

(3.25) ,

= 22 s*** 2 (-iy[l/c^ + c/c^Y (cKdr/dKCjr^Mr,
i—l  zV-/+l z—1

/ = 1, 2, .... /.

We can thus solve for each Mr in terms of M°, M1, ..., Af-1. All that remains

is to prove the convergence. First we note that by a simple transformation which

replaces y by yb for b > 0 in (3.19), we can replace the exponentials which

appear there by any constant multiple of them. Then it is easy to prove

inductively

(3.26) \M/\ < CK'p'/p],   for C> 0, 0 < K < 1.

Convergence is thus proven. We then have g(y) in this neighbourhood. We use

the equation (3.19) to define it on the whole line. The result follows.

Suppose next there is a root F0 with real part equal to — \, and no other root

with real part > — \. Consider next the functions

(3-27) g,(y) = yB°+' 2 M/(sy)J,   for e > 0,
.2=0

with Mc° = M°, and the other coefficients defined recursively as above. Then in

some neighbourhood 0 < |ív| < 5, for ô independent of e, we have

(3.28) [I - Ts]g(y) = C(e)yB°+<M<>

with C(e)—»-0 as e—*0. We then define g€(y) for all y > 0 using equation (3.19)

for |sry|>5/2.

Thus the functions gt(y) satisfy

(3.29) ||(7 - Ts)gt(y)\\/\\g,(y)\\ ̂ 0   as e -* 0.
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Theorem 3.2. If all the numbers cKdr/dKcpfor r = 1, 2, ...,/,/ = 1, 2, ..., /,

K = I A- 1, ..., m, for which SjkRk, # 0, are greater than one, then the operator

(I — T3) is not uniformly invertible if the equation

has roots B, with Re B < -{.

If such roots exist for Re B < — \, then the original initial-boundary value

problem has no solution for certain initial data.

Proof. Merely take the adjoint of (7 — Ts). We then have an operator obeying

the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. The result follows.

We conjecture that the above two hypotheses are sufficient as well as necessary

for invertibility of 7 — Ts. However, at this time, we can only prove a somewhat

weaker result which includes more general cases.

Theorem 33. Let N(u>) be the matrix

(3.30) [ô(; - r) -  2   SjxRxr^y'^2] = rV»

for to real, — oo < w < oo.

Then ifN~l(u) exists with

sup. pr»t»lll < inf l|7g||/||g||   Vg * 0,

(7 — T¡) is uniformly invertible. Here \\\A\\\ is fust the usual finite dimension Hubert

norm of a matrix

llglP = 2 f \gjiy)\2dy

and

(3.31)

«" -11 «*hHà+ä] ) - ■]*(&>
Proof. Rewrite (7 - T,)g = /as

r-X  k=l+l \*7"X   /

,3'32)     -li,^hH^+Ä])-W^
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Then make the unitary transformation from 7^(0, oo) to L^— oo, co):

(3.33) e</2gj(e>) = gj(z).

Thus

gj(y) = gjilny)/\/y,

(cKdr \ ■   gji\n(cKdr/cjdK) + lny)

8j\cjd/J - y/(cKdr/cjdK)y

Inner product (3.32) with g,(y) and sum. Apply this unitary transformation on

the first part of the left side, then apply a Fourier transform. The result follows

immediately.

Theorem 3.4. If all the numbers cKdr/cjdK,for r = 1,2,...,,/,/= 1,2,...,/,

for which SjKRKr ¥= 0 are equal to one, then the operator (I — %) is uniformly

invertible iff the matrix

(3.34) [S0 - ,) - ±  ± W*pH¿ ♦ 5%] )]

is uniformly invertible for Re sy > 0. If this condition fails for sy = K\¡, Re Kq

> 0, then there exists a sequence of initial data for which the initial value problem

blows up exponentially near the corner.

Proof. We merely generalize the argument which followed equation (3.21) in

the scalar case. The generalization is straightforward.

IV. Conclusions. If we wish to approximate any of these corner problems

numerically, we must decide whether or not to impose some extra condition at

the corner, or to extrapolate. We should first test for incoming waves as we

did in the shallow water equation. If they exist, then the solution can be made

unique by imposing extra conditions on the problem. If they exist for the adjoint

problem, then some explosion is to be expected near the corner for the original

problem, and perhaps we should approximate rpU for some p > 0, if no better

boundary conditions are available.

We also mention here that recent work done jointly with Björn Engquist

indicates a strong connection between boundary value problems whose boundary

is characteristic at isolated points and corner problems.

This will be discussed by us in succeeding papers.
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